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ABSTRACT
As a multifunctional material, ZnO possesses remarkable and unique properties
and has attracted much research interest for use in a variety of applications. Especially, it
has been regarded as a leading material for flexible and transparent electronics, which is a
promising emerging technology in electronics. This dissertation studies doping behavior
of Ga in ZnO for transparent electrode applications and presents new approaches to ZnO
nanostructures for next-generation flexible and transparent electronics. These approaches
include developing techniques that enable multiple stacked ZnO nanoflowers and thermal
treatment processes at high temperature.
Transparent conductive oxides have been extensively studied for the use as a
transparent electrode, which is one of the most fundamental and essential parts in
transparent electronic devices. In this study, Ga-doped ZnO nanorods were grown on
glass substrates, and the effects of Ga doping concentration on the physical properties of
ZnO nanorods were investigated using various characterization tools.
ZnO nanoflower is a highly preferred nanostructure for solar cells, sensors, and
photodetectors due to its high surface area to volume ratio. To-date, ZnO nanoflowers
have mostly been synthesized in the form of nanopowders without a substrate, and ZnO
nanoflowers grown on substrates have only been single-stacks. Atmospheric pressure
plasma jet treatment was used to increase the surface area to volume ratio of ZnO
nanoflowers. The plasma treatment induced a significant increase in the height and
density of the ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods because the plasma effectively increased the
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surface energy and roughness of the seed layers while barely affecting the crystal shape
and phase of the ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods.
Flexible and transparent mica substrates were used for the growth of vertically
well-aligned ZnO nanorods. The adoption of mica as a substrate material permitted high
temperature annealing processes, which improved the structural and optical properties of
ZnO nanorods with uniform surface coverage and excellent adhesion. A practical
application for the synthesized ZnO nanorods is also presented in this dissertation. ZnO
nanorod-based flexible and transparent dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and
piezoelectric nanogenerators (NGs) were fabricated and the device performances were
investigated. Although only two kinds of energy-harvesting devices (DSSCs and NGs)
are presented as examples of applications in this dissertation, it is expected that this new
approach will provide a breakthrough for overcoming the limited process temperature on
plastic and cellulose nanopaper substrates because mica can be extensively used as a
flexible

and

transparent

substrate

material

for

electronics,

optoelectronics,

energy/environmental, and biomedical applications where high temperature processes are
required.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Motivation
Substantial advances in nanometer-scale science and technology for the past few
decades have been achieved, which has paved the path for new ideas and directions of
future electronics. Smartphones and tablet personal computers are notable examples of
state-of-the-art technologies in electronics, and the most recent research interests have
been focused on realizing fully stretchable, flexible, wearable, and transparent electronic
devices, which definitely would widen their potential and practical applications in a
variety of industries. Together with the research interests, the market for flexible and
transparent electronics would rapidly grow. The demand for the flexible and transparent
electronic products at present may not be noticed but in the near future there would be
huge demand and considerable preference will be given to the flexible and transparent
products on the market. For example, a recent report on the transparent electronics
market forecasts that it will increase at a compound annual growth rate of 52.91% over
the period 2013−2018 [1]. Despite the considerable research interests and increasing
market demand in flexible and transparent electronic devices, there still remain some
challenges that must be overcome in order to improve the overall device performances
[2−7].
ZnO is a highly multifunctional and promising material for next-generation
flexible and transparent applications due to its useful and unique properties, including
piezoelectricity, UV luminescence (transparency to visible light), large exciton binding
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energy, high electron mobility, and chemical/thermal stability [8−10]. ZnO can be
synthesized readily at low temperature with various morphologies of nanostructures,
which is a crucial advantage over other semiconductor materials for flexible and
transparent nanometer-scale electronic devices. Its biocompatibility also makes it a
leading material for biological applications, such as wearable health monitoring and drug
delivery devices. Therefore, ZnO has been extensively explored, serving for various
purposes, such as active layers, buffer layers, and transparent conductive oxides in device
applications [11−15].
Research Objectives
The research on ZnO has a long history and understanding the properties of ZnO
bulk material is well established, but there has been a considerable renewed interest in
ZnO nanostructures in nanoscience and nanotechnology related fields because these
nanostructures exhibit several distinctive properties in accordance with their nanometerscale dimensions as well as share the common properties of ZnO bulk.
The general aim of this dissertation is to investigate and utilize the unique
properties of ZnO nanostructures and apply them to flexible and transparent applications.
Specifically, the key issues to be investigated include: (i) controlling the physical
properties of ZnO (Chapter III), (ii) synthesizing ZnO nanostructures with a high surface
area to volume ratio (Chapter IV), (iii) developing a technique for high-temperature ZnO
processing for flexible and transparent electronic devices (Chapter V), and (iv)
fabricating and characterizing flexible and transparent ZnO-based dye-sensitized solar
cells and piezoelectric nanogenerators (Chapter V).
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Dissertation Overview
Following the general introduction above, Chapter II presents fundamentals of
ZnO with regard to this dissertation, including its physical properties, growth techniques,
and applications. Some contents related to this study are discussed in more detail.
Chapter III focuses on the doping behavior of Ga in ZnO nanorods for transparent
electrodes. Effects of Ga doping concentration on structural, optical, and electrical
properties of ZnO nanorods are discussed. Chapter IV presents low-temperature growth
of multiple stacked ZnO nanoflowers on plastic substrates. An atmospheric pressure
plasma jet system is introduced for the surface modification of ZnO seed layers.
Advantages and roles of the plasma treatment for the synthesis of multiple staked ZnO
nanoflowers are discussed. Chapter V presents a new approach that enables high
temperature thermal treatment over the entire processes from synthesis of ZnO
nanostructures to fabrication of flexible and transparent ZnO-based electronic devices.
Finally, Chapter VI summarizes the entire dissertation.
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CHAPTER TWO
FUNDAMENTALS OF ZINC OXIDE
Physical Properties
ZnO is known to exist in three different crystalline forms depending on the
crystallization conditions: cubic zinc blende, cubic rock-salt (or Rochelle salt), and
hexagonal wurtzite. The ZnO with zinc blende and rock-salt crystal structures can be
crystallized under particular conditions or special processing [1−4]. Under ambient
conditions, ZnO crystallizes preferentially in a thermodynamically stable hexagonal
wurtzite crystal structure where each oxygen anion is surrounded by four zinc cations at
the corners of a tetrahedron. In other words, the ZnO crystal structure is composed of
alternating planes of Zn2+ and O2- ions stacking along the c-axis direction. The lattice
constants of bulk ZnO along the a-axis and c-axis are 3.2495 and 5.2069 Å , respectively.
ZnO shows a highly ionic character due to the large difference in electronegativity
between Zn and O atoms. Non-central symmetric tetrahedral coordination in ZnO results
in

piezoelectric properties

and crystallographic polarity.

Another appreciable

characteristic of the ZnO crystal structure is the presence of polar surfaces, with the basal
plane as the most common polar surface. The oppositely charged zinc-terminated
Zn-face and oxygen-terminated

̅ O-face produce spontaneous polarization along

the c-axis direction as well as a divergence in surface energy [5]. The polar surfaces of
ZnO are highly metastable in nature, and each polar surface possesses different physical
and chemical properties.
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ZnO is a group II-VI oxide semiconductor with direct and wide band gap energy
of 3.37 eV at room temperature. Direct band gap semiconductors have intrinsically higher
luminescence efficiency than indirect band gap semiconductors, and higher band gap
ensures that devices operate more stably at higher temperature. The exciton emission in
semiconductors is a more efficient radiative process because the oscillator strength of
excitons is typically very large compared to direct electron-hole transitions [6]. ZnO has
large free-exciton binding energy of 60 meV, which is much higher than the thermal
energy at room temperature (26 meV), ensuring a persistent and efficient exciton
emission under low excitation energy [7−9]. The band gap energy of ZnO can be further
tuned by alloying ZnO with CdO (Eg = 2.3 eV) and/or MgO (Eg = 7.8 eV). CdxZn1-xO
alloy leads to a reduction in the band gap to ~3.0 eV, and MgxZn1-xO can increase the
band gap up to ~4.0 eV [10−15].
In photoluminescence spectrum at room temperature, ZnO exhibits the two main
emissions, the sharp and strong ultraviolet emission centered at around 386 nm, and the
very weak broad band emission which includes the blue band (440−480 nm) and green
band (510−580 nm) [16−19]. The ultraviolet emission arises from the near band edge
emission of the wide band gap ZnO. The weak broad band is due to a number of intrinsic
and extrinsic radiative defect levels. It is known that the visible deep center emission
depends strongly on the growth conditions and the growth method used [20−23]. The
optical quality of ZnO can be determined from the relative intensity between the
ultraviolet and broad band emissions. A large ratio of the intensity of the ultraviolet
emission to the intensity of the broad band emission indicates a lower concentration of
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the deep level defects, such as oxygen vacancies, zinc vacancies, oxygen interstitials, and
zinc interstitials.
The piezoelectric effect is also one of the unique properties of ZnO.
Piezoelectricity arises from atomic scale polarization of the non-centrosymmetric
wurtzite crystal structure of ZnO. The ZnO unit cell has a Zn2+ cation surrounded
tetrahedrally by O2- anions (Figure 2.1a). There are no dipoles under non-stress
conditions because the positive and negative centers of mass correspond with each other.
However, when the crystal is subjected to a mechanical force, the tetrahedron experiences
a distortion and the positive center of mass no longer coincides with the negative center
of mass, leading to an electric dipole (Figure 2.1b). In single crystal ZnO, electric dipoles
in all the tetrahedrons are lined up in the same orientation, resulting in a macroscopic
dipole. The common physical properties of the bulk ZnO materials are summarized in
Table 2.1.

9

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagrams of piezoelectric effect in ZnO crystal: (a) tetrahedral
coordination between zinc and oxygen and (b) distortion of the tetrahedral unit under
compressive force.
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Table. 2.1: Properties of bulk wurtzite ZnO.
Property

Value

Density

5.606 g/cm3

Dielectric constant

8.66

Refractive index

2.008

Lattice parameters

Thermal expansion coefficient

a0: 3.2495 Å
c0: 5.2069 Å
u: 0.348
c/a: 1.593−1.6035
a0: 6.51×10-6/K
c0: 3.02×10-6/K

Direct band gap energy

3.37 eV

Electron mobility (300 K)

100−200 cm2/V·s

Hole mobility (300 K)

5−50 cm2/V·s

Electron effective mass

0.24m0

Hole effective mass

0.59m0

Exciton binding energy

60 meV
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Growth Techniques
ZnO possesses the richest family of nanostructures among all known materials
due to its polar surfaces and a tendency for different fast growth directions. Structurally,
ZnO has three types and a total of 13 fast growth directions: 〈 ̅ ̅ 〉 ( [ ̅ ̅ ],
[̅ ̅

] ); 〈

̅ 〉( [

̅ ],

[ ̅

],

[

̅ ] ); and

[

[ ̅ ̅ ],

] . In thermodynamic

equilibrium, the facet with low surface energy tends to form a larger area compared to
that with high surface energy. In the ZnO growth, the { ̅ ̅ } and {

̅ } facets

comprise large areas because of the lower energy, and the fastest growth occurs along the
c-axis [5,24−26]. Such anisotropic growth results in a wide range of structural
morphologies of ZnO such as nanorods, nanotubes, nanobelts, nanosprings, nanorings,
nanowalls, nanocombs, nanotetrapods, nanoflowers, nanohelices, and branched
hierarchical structures [27−44]. Most of the uniquely structured ZnO nanomaterials were
initially synthesized using high-temperature processes from the vapor phase in a closed
chamber with a gaseous environment [45−53]. Another route for the growth of ZnO
nanostructures is the liquid phase method using an aqueous and/or organic solution. The
liquid phase approach enables low-temperature and cost-effective processes and thus
allows the use of organic substrates for future flexible and portable electronics. This
explains why the liquid phase method has been demonstrated as a powerful and versatile
growth technique. In this study, ZnO nanostructures were synthesized using liquid phase
methods, such as the sol-gel spin-coating and hydrothermal methods.
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Sol-Gel Method
ZnO seeds in the form of thin films or nanoparticles are generally coated on
arbitrary substrates before the growth of ZnO nanostructures, which promotes highdensity nucleation process through reduction of thermodynamic barrier [54−56]. In this
study, ZnO seed layers were prepared using the sol-gel spin-coating method.
In sol-gel methods, ZnO seed layers are formed through pre-heat and post-heat
treatments. The pre-heat treatment is conducted after each spin-coating process. It
governs the orientation of the crystallites during solvent evaporation and removal of the
organic compounds. The temperature of pre-heat treatment varies from case to case, but a
clear rule can be deduced from the used solvent and additives. It should be higher than
the boiling point of the solvent and the additives, and near the crystallization temperature
of ZnO. After several times of spin-coating and pre-heat treatment of the seed layers,
post-heat treatment is necessary for promoting crystallinity of the seed layers. The
resultant properties of the seed layers largely depend on various parameters such as
precursor concentration, additives, aging time, temperature of heat treatment, and
thickness [57−62].
Hydrothermal Method
Since both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation can occur simultaneously
in solution during hydrothermal reaction, ZnO is also obtained in the form of white
precipitates, which are undesirable by-products in the aspect of ZnO nanostructures
formed on seed layers. However, heterogeneous nucleation is more dominant because it
generally has a lower activation energy barrier compared with homogeneous nucleation.
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In addition, the interfacial energy between the crystal and substrate is lower than the
energy between the crystal and solution [63]. Therefore, growth of ZnO nanostructures
on the existing seed layers is more favorable than the formation of precipitates resulted
from homogeneous nucleation.
Zinc nitrate [Zn(NO3)2] and hexamethylenetetramine [HMTA, (CH2)6N4] are the
most commonly used reagents in the hydrothermal method. Zn2+ ions and O2- ions are
originated from Zn(NO3)2 and H2O molecules in solution, respectively. HMTA is a
nonionic tertiary amine that hydrolyzes under acidic conditions to yield ammonia and
formaldehyde [64]. Although its detailed function is still not fully understood, it is
generally accepted that HMTA acts as a pH buffer and a slow, steady source of hydroxide
ions. HMTA also acts as a bidentate Lewis base that coordinates and bridges two Zn2+
ions [29,65,66]. Therefore, HMTA attached onto the nonpolar side facets also contributes
to the anisotropic growth along the c-axis together with the inherent fast growth in the
[0001] direction. The chemical reactions of the hydrothermal method using Zn(NO3)2 and
HMTA can be summarized as follows [67,68]:
Decomposition reaction:
(CH2)6N4 + 6H2O → 6HCHO + 4NH3
Hydroxyl supply reaction:
NH3 + H2O ↔ NH4+ + OH−
Supersaturation reaction:
2OH− + Zn2+ → Zn(OH)2
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ZnO growth reaction:
Zn(OH)2 → ZnO + H2O
A degree of supersaturation is an important parameter for the growth of ZnO
nanostructures. It is generally believed that the high degree of supersaturation favors
homogeneous nucleation while the low degree of supersaturation favors heterogeneous
nucleation. If a large amount of OH− is produced in a short period of time because of the
quick hydrolysis of HMTA, the Zn2+ ions in solution would precipitate out quickly due to
the high pH environment. This quick hydrolysis of HMTA would lead to fast
consumption of the nutrient and eventually contribute less to the growth of ZnO
nanostructures [65,69−72]. Therefore, the hydrolysis rate of HMTA should be
deliberately controlled to ensure the low degree of supersaturation environment during
the whole growth process. The hydrothermal reaction can be controlled by adjusting the
reaction parameters such as seed layer, reagents, additives, precursor concentration,
solution pH, growth time, growth temperature, and heat source [33,65,73−90].
Applications
ZnO is an attractive candidate for a wide range of applications, such as electronic
devices, optoelectronic devices, piezoelectric devices, energy harvesting devices, and
sensing devices, due to their unique and remarkable properties as mentioned above
[91−111]. Presented here are some fundamentals of dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs)
and piezoelectric nanognerators (NGs) for the help of understanding characterization data
of ZnO nanorod-based DSSCs and NGs provided in Chapter V.
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Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells
The typical structure of DSSCs is shown in Figure 2.2. DSSCs consist of two
transparent conducting electrodes in a sandwich configuration. A few micrometer-thick
layer of a wide band gap semiconductor (ZnO nanorods in this study) is deposited on one
of the electrodes and it acts as a photoanode in DSSCs. The photoanode should have a
high surface area to volume ratio for high energy conversion efficiency. Dye molecules
are attached onto the surface of the photoanode and an electrolyte is filled between the
two electrodes. On the other electrode, a thin layer of platinum is generally deposited for
high catalytic activity.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of typical nanorod-based DSSCs.
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The light-driven electrochemical process in DSSCs is shown in Figure 2.3. The
operating cycle can be expressed in chemical reaction terminology as [112]:
Excitation process:

Injection process:

Regeneration of dye:

Reduction of iodide:

The light-to-electricity conversion in DSSCs is based on the injection of
photoexcited electrons from the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) state of
the dye to the conduction band of the semiconductor. Upon light absorption, electrons in
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) state of the dye are electronically exited
to the LUMO (S*). The electrons excited to the LUMO levels are injected into the
conduction band of the semiconductor and transported through the semiconductor by
diffusion before reaching the photoanode of the cell. The oxidized dye molecule (S+) is
subsequently regenerated back to its original state by accepting an electron from the
iodide in an electrolyte. The iodide is restored, in turn, by the reduction of triiodide at the
counter electrode. The voltage produced from the cell is given by the difference between
the chemical potential of the semiconductor (Fermi level) and the redox potential of the
mediator I−/I3−.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of operation principle of DSSCs. S: dye sensitizer, S +:
oxidized dye sensitizer, S*: electronically excited dye sensitizer, O/R: redox couple
(I−/I3−), Ev: valence band of semiconductor, and Ec: conduction band of semiconductor.
Figure 2.4 shows a qualitative photocurrent-voltage curve of typical DSSCs. As
the resistive load on an illuminated cell increases continuously from zero (a short circuit)
to a very high value (an open circuit), the power delivered to the load first increases,
reaches a maximum (Pmax), and then decreases to zero. Some important photovoltaic
parameters can be obtained from the photocurrent-voltage curve: short circuit current (Isc),
open circuit voltage (Voc), energy conversion efficiency (η), and fill factor (FF). The short
circuit current is the current value when a voltage is zero and the open circuit voltage is
the voltage value when a current is zero in the obtained I-V curve. The energy conversion
efficiency is defined as:
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Figure 2.4: Typical photocurrent-voltage curve of DSSCs.
The fill factor can be obtained from above equation and is expressed as:

The fill factor compares the actual maximum electric power delivered by a cell
(the area of the smaller rectangle in Figure 2.4) with the hypothetical maximum power
(the area of the larger rectangle in Figure 2.4) and it is the ratio of the area of smaller
rectangle to the area of larger rectangle. The fill factor is a measure of how steeply the
current rises in DSSCs [113,114].
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Piezoelectric Nanogenerators
The piezoelectric properties of ZnO resulting from the non-centrosymmetry of the
wurzite crystal structure can be used for wireless and mobile energy harvesting devices
that convert various forms of energy into electricity. The source of energy includes
mechanical energy (air flow, body movement, muscle stretching, and heart beating),
vibration energy (acoustic/ultrasonic wave), and hydraulic energy (body fluid and blood
flow).
The idea of piezoelectric nanogenrators (NGs) was first presented by Wang’s
group [115]. They synthesized ZnO nanorods on conductive solid substrates, and the
measurements were performed by an atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a platinumcoated tip. The working principle is explained by the coupling between the piezoelectric
and semiconductor properties of the ZnO nanorods. When the AFM tip scans over the top
of the nanorod, the nanorod is deformed (Figure 2.5a). This creates a strain field (εz), with
the outer surface being tensile (positive strain) and inner surface compressive (negative
strain) (Figure 2.5b). A piezoelectric field (Ez) along the nanorod (z direction) is then
created inside the nanorod by the piezoelectric effect,

, where d is the

piezoelectric constant along the nanorod direction [116]. The piezoelectric field is closely
parallel to the nanorod at the outer surface and anti-parallel to the z-axis at the inner
surface (Figure 2.5c). As a result, across the width of the nanorod at the top end, the
piezoelectric potential makes the stretched side positive (
negative (

) and the compressed side

) (Figure 2.5d). The relative displacement of the Zn2+ cations with respect to

the O2- anions creates this potential. These ionic charges cannot freely move or
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recombine without releasing the strain. The potential difference is kept as long as the
deformation is in place, and no foreign free charges are injected.
The structure of typical nanorod-based NGs is shown in Figure 2.6. Vertically
aligned ZnO nanorods are sandwiched between two layers of electrodes. Solidified
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) encapsulates the nanorods and provides an infinitely
high potential barrier, which prevents electrons from transporting through the
ZnO/electrode interface. Due to the infiltration of PMMA into the gap between the
nanorods, when the NGs are subject to a compressive stress, the stress can be transmitted
through the PMMA to all nanorods.
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Figure 2.5: Physical principle of nanorod-based piezoelectric NGs: (a) schematic
definition of a nanorod, (b) longitudinal strain distribution in the nanorod, (c)
corresponding longitudinal piezoelectric-induced electric field, and (d) potential
distribution in the nanorod as a result of the piezoelectric effect.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram of typical nanorod-based NGs.
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CHAPTER THREE
GALLIUM-DOPED ZINC OXIDE NANORODS GROWN ON GLASS
Introduction
Transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) with high optical transmittance in the
visible range and high electrical conductivity are essential for the use as transparent
electrodes in various applications, including flat panel displays, photovoltaic cells,
transparent thin film transistors, light emitting diodes, and semiconductor lasers [1−6].
Currently, indium tin oxide (ITO) is commonly used as transparent electrodes in industry
due to its high conductivity, work function, and transmittance. Although ITO is probably
one of the most successful TCOs, indium is an expensive and rare metal. It is expected
that indium will run out within a few decades [7,8]. There has been much interest in
finding cheaper, more stable, and environmentally-friendly alternatives. ZnO is a
practical candidate for ITO as transparent electrodes [9−11].
ZnO is an intrinsically n-type semiconductor due to the inevitable n-type point
defects, such as oxygen vacancies and zinc interstitials, and hydrogen impurities [12−15].
Selective element doping of ZnO provides a method for controlling its structural, optical,
electrical, and magnetic properties. Group-I (Li, Na, K, Cu, and Ag) and group-V (N, P,
As, and Sb) elements are used for p-type doping, but reliable p-type doping of ZnO with
high carrier concentration and mobility remains difficult due to the low solubility of ptype dopants and compensation by a high concentration of n-type defects [16−25].
Intentional n-type doping of ZnO is readily achieved by mainly doping with group-III
elements (In, Al, or Ga). Among group-III elements, Ga is the most effective dopant due
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to its lower reactivity towards oxygen compared to those of other doped ZnO. In addition,
Ga has less influence on the ZnO lattice. Al3+ has an ionic radius of 0.54 Å , which is
smaller than that of Zn2+ (0.74 Å ), and Al3+ can occupy the place of Zn2+ in lattice easily,
leading to a reduction of the lattice parameter. In contrast, Ga3+ has a similar ionic radius
(0.62 Å ) to Zn2+, which results in less lattice deformation in ZnO when Ga substitutes for
Zn [26−29].
Various techniques have been applied to prepare Ga-doped ZnO, such as chemical
vapor deposition, atomic layer deposition, pulsed laser deposition, molecular beam
epitaxy, and magnetron sputtering [30−34]. These techniques provide Ga-doped ZnO
with high crystal quality under well-controlled vacuum conditions but have some
limitations including low product yield and high growth temperature, which results in a
limited choice of substrate materials. In contrast, the hydrothermal method enables the
preparation of ZnO at much lower temperatures, which makes the process more effective,
simplifies the control of dopant concentrations, and allows the use of simple equipment.
In this work, ZnO nanorods were doped using Ga as an n-type dopant by the
hydrothermal method for use in transparent electrodes. Vertically well-aligned uniform
ZnO nanorod arrays were obtained in the Ga-doped ZnO layers on glass substrates. The
undoped and Ga-doped ZnO nanorods were characterized by contact angle goniometer,
field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD),
ultraviolet/visible/near-infrared spectroscopy, and four-point probe, and a systematic
study of structural, optical, and electrical properties of Ga-doped ZnO nanorods as a
function of Ga concentration was discussed in detail.
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Experimental Details
Synthesis of Ga-Doped ZnO Nanorods on Glass
The ZnO seed layer was implanted on glass substrates using a sol-gel spin-coating
method. The sol-gel solution consists of a dissolved zinc acetate dihydrate of 0.5 M in a
mixture of its solvent, 2-methoxyethanol, and a stabilizer, monoethanolamine. The
solution was stirred for 2 h and was stored at room temperature for 24 h in order to obtain
a homogenous solution. The spin-coating process consisted of placing several small drops
of sol-gel solution on the substrate and rotating it at 1000 rpm for 10 sec and then at 3000
rpm for 20 sec in order to get a uniformly distributed seed layer across the substrate.
After spin coating, the ZnO seed layer was then heated to 350 °C in order to get rid of the
organic remnants and to evaporate the precursor solution. This procedure from the spincoating to the pre-heat treatment was repeated 4 times. The samples were then heated at
500 °C for 30 min to improve the crystalline quality of the ZnO seed layer.
A one-pot hydrothermal method was used to grow the ZnO nanorod arrays on the
seed layer. The samples were placed into Teflon containers with a 100 ml aqueous
solution of 0.05 M zinc nitrate hexahydrate and 0.05 M hexamethylenetetramine
(HMTA). Ga doping was achieved by adding varying amounts of gallium nitrate hydrate
to the solutions starting from 0.5 at.% to 3.0 at.%. These solutions were then heated for 6
h at 85 °C to grow the ZnO nanorods on the seed layer. After the reaction, the sample
was rinsed thoroughly with deionized water and dried with flowing nitrogen gas in order
to remove residual salts.
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Characterization
The contact angle goniometer (KSV, CAM 200) was used to determine the
surface wettability of the Ga-doped ZnO nanorods. FE-SEM (Hitachi, S-4800) and XRD
(Rigaku, ULTIMA IV diffractometer) were used to determine the morphological and
structural properties of the Ga-doped ZnO nanorods. The optical properties of the
samples were investigated using ultraviolet/visible/near-infrared spectroscopy (Perkin
Elmer, Lambda 850) with a reflectance accessory. The electrical properties were
determined by measuring the resistivity of the samples using a four-point probe
(Keithley).
Effects of Gallium Doping Concentration
Figure 3.1 shows SEM images of the as-grown and Ga-doped ZnO nanorods. A
variety of changes in nanorod properties can be seen as the doping concentration
increases; the properties are its morphology, size, density, and alignment. The crystal
shape of the nanorods changes from pointed and needle-like tips (0.5 and 1.0 at.%) to a
more flat hexagon (3.0 at.%). Randomly distributed ZnO nanorods with an average
length of 1.7 μm are observed at low Ga concentrations (0.5 at.%). The further
incorporation of Ga in the ZnO crystal results in the formation of dense and vertically
well-aligned nanorod arrays with a uniform length of 0.83 μm (3.0 at.%). In the solution
for the hydrothermal method, Ga ions are inclined to interact with OH- ions released from
HMTA to create complexes. The heterogeneous nucleation is limited due to the reduction
of OH- ions, and a lower number of nucleation sites are formed in the early stage of the
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growth process, which results in ZnO nanorods with a larger diameter and smaller length
at higher Ga concentration (3.0 at.%) [33,35−37].
The interfacial properties of ZnO nanorods were investigated by contact angle
measurements (Figure 3.2). The measurements indicate that the wettability of the ZnO
nanorods changed from superhydrophilic to less hydrophilic as doping concentration
increased. ZnO nanorods with low Ga concentration (0.5 and 1.0 at.%) exhibit
superhydrophilic nature. The highest contact angle of 40.3° was observed from the Ga
concentrations of 3.0 at.%. The decrease in hydrophilic properties is due to the denser
morphology of the nanorods, which will not accept the liquid as well as a more porous
material.
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Figure 3.1: SEM images of the ZnO nanorods with different Ga doping concentrations:
(a and b) as-grown, (c and d) 0.5 at.%, (e and f) 1.0 at.%, and (g and h) 3.0 at.%.
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Figure 3.2: Contact angle measurement of the ZnO nanorods with different Ga doping
concentrations: (a) as-grown, (b) 0.5 at.%, (c) 1.0 at.%, and (d) 3.0 at.%.
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Figure 3.3 shows the XRD patterns of the ZnO nanorods. All the diffraction peaks
from the ZnO nanorods are well indexed to the hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO. The
patterns show mainly the ZnO(002) peak, which is related to the growth direction
towards the c-axis, with weak peaks including ZnO(101), ZnO(102), and ZnO(103). ZnO
crystals are usually grown with a c-axis preferred orientation because of the low surface
energy of the basal plane in ZnO, leading to a preferred growth in the (002) direction
[38−40]. In addition, diffraction peaks related to Ga or other crystalline phases are not
observed in the XRD patterns.
In order to determine the preferred orientation, the texture coefficient (TC(hkl)) for
the peaks from the XRD patterns was calculated using the following equation [41,42]:

∑
, where N is the number of diffraction peaks, I(hkl) is the measured relative intensity of the
reflection from the (hkl) plane, and I0(hkl) is that from the same plane in a standard
reference sample (JCPDS card No. 36-1451). With an increase in Ga doping
concentration, TC(002) increases while TC(101), TC(102), and TC(103) decrease (Figure 3.4
and Table 3.1). TC(002) increases from 74.49% for the as-grown sample up to 98.82% for
the Ga 3.0 at.% doped sample, which indicates that the incorporation of Ga dopant in
ZnO crystal can promote the growth of ZnO nanorods along the c-axis direction as
confirmed from SEM images shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: XRD patterns of the ZnO nanorods with different Ga doping concentrations.
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Figure 3.4: Texture coefficient of the ZnO nanorods with different Ga doping
concentrations.

Table 3.1: Calculated values of texture coefficients of the ZnO nanorods with different
Ga doping concentrations.
Sample

TC(002) (%)

TC(101) (%)

TC(102) (%)

TC(103) (%)

As-grown

74.49

3.87

7.51

14.13

0.5 at.%

82.82

1.81

5.67

9.70

1.0 at.%

97.97

0.32

0.81

0.90

3.0 at.%

98.82

0.20

0.53

0.45
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The peak position of the ZnO(002) diffraction shifts toward a higher 2θ value as
Ga doping concentration increases, indicating a change in the interplanar spacing in the
crystals (Figure 3.5). The a-axis and c-axis lattice constants for the different doping
concentration were calculated using the following equations:

, where λ is the wavelength of the Cu-Kα radiation (1.5406 Ǻ) and θ is the Bragg angle of
the ZnO(002) diffraction. As shown in Figure 3.6, the lattice constants of the as-grown
ZnO are close to the values reported for bulk ZnO (a = 0.32495 nm and c = 0.52069 nm)
[43]. Ga doping induces a decrease in both the a-axis and c-axis lattice constants because
the ionic radius of Ga3+ (0.62 Ǻ) is smaller than that of Zn2+ (0.74 Ǻ) [26−29]. This
indicates that Ga atoms are successfully incorporated into the Zn site in the ZnO lattice.
The residual stress (σ) and bond length (L) of the ZnO nanorods with different
doping concentrations were investigated (Figure 3.7). The residual stress in the ZnO
nanorods can be calculated as follows [44]:
(

)

(

)

, where Cij (i,j = 1, 2, 3) are elastic stiffness constants for ZnO (C11 = 207.0 GPa, C12 =
117.7 GPa, C13 = 106.1 GPa, and C33 = 209.5 GPa), c0 is the lattice constant of strain-free
ZnO, and c is the lattice constant of the Ga-doped ZnO nanorods in this study. If the
stress is positive, the biaxial stress is tensile; if the stress is negative, the biaxial stress is
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compressive. All the samples exhibit tensile stress as shown in Figure 3.7. The biaxial
stress is observed even in the undoped ZnO nanorods due to the difference in the thermal
expansion coefficients between the substrate material and the ZnO nanorods. The tensile
stress of the ZnO nanorods increases as doping concentration increases. Based on this
analysis, the shifts of the ZnO(002) diffraction toward a higher 2θ value is due to the
variation in tensile stress. The bond length of Zn-O is given by
√

(

)

, where u is given by (in the wurtzite structure)

and u is related to the lattice constant ratio of a-axis and c-axis of ZnO. There is a
decrease in the bond length of the Ga-doped ZnO nanorods due to the smaller Ga atom
substituting Zn in the ZnO crystal, such as with the trends of the lattice constants.
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Figure 3.5: Peak position of the ZnO(002) diffraction with different Ga doping
concentrations.
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Figure 3.6: Lattice constants of the ZnO nanorods with different Ga doping
concentrations: (a) a-axis lattice constant and (b) c-axis lattice constant.
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Figure 3.7: Biaxial stress and bond length of the ZnO nanorods with different Ga doping
concentrations.
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Figure 3.8 shows the optical transmittance spectra of the Ga-doped ZnO nanorods.
The inset shows optical reflectance of the Ga-doped ZnO nanorods. An increase in the
transmittance is observed as Ga doping concentration increases, with a highest value at
3.0 at.%. The optical transmittance of a material is closely related to the absorption
coefficient, surface morphology, and thickness of the material. The absorption coefficient
is obtained using the following equation:

, where I and I0 represent the intensities of the transmitted and incident light, respectively,
α is the absorption coefficient, and d is the film thickness. Considering interfaces related
to the thin films and the thickness in practical experiments, the transmittance and
reflectance of the ZnO-based materials obey the following equation [45]:

, where T is the transmittance and R is the reflectance. The absorption coefficients with
different Ga doping concentrations are shown in Figure 3.9. Overall, the absorption
coefficients for the Ga-doped ZnO nanorods were smaller than that for the undoped ZnO
nanorods. Furthermore, the disorder in nanorod placement results in a strong suppression
of the transmission due to localized surface plasmon resonances related to the clustering
of the rods [46]. Therefore, the improved transmittance can be attributed to the improved
vertical alignment of the nanorods, decreased thickness, and decreased absorption
coefficient with an increase in the Ga doping concentration. In addition, all of the
samples exhibit lower transmittance at shorter wavelength than at longer wavelength
because of the Rayleigh scattering of light, which may occur when light travels through a
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transparent solid. It is strongly dependent on wavelength (~λ-4) and thus blue light is
scattered much more than red light.
The absorption coefficient for a direct-transition semiconductor material obeys
the following relation with respect to the optical band gap (Eg) [47]:

, where h is the Planck's constant, v is the frequency of the incident photons, and B is a
constant related to the electron-hole mobility of the material. The optical band gaps can
be obtained by plotting (αhv)2 as a function of photon energy and extrapolating the linear
regions of the curves near the onset of the absorption edge to the energy axis as shown in
Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.11 shows the optical band gap energy as a function of Ga doping
concentration. The optical band gap of the ZnO nanorods grown under the Ga doping
concentrations of 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 at.% is 3.226, 3.255, and 3.294 eV, respectively, which
indicates that Ga doping significantly influences the optical band gap of the ZnO. The
shift in the optical band gap is because of the Burstein-Moss shift and the energy band
widening (blue-shift) effect, which results from the increase in the Fermi level of the
conduction bands of degenerate semiconductors [47−49]. The donor electrons in the
doped semiconductors occupy states at the bottom of the conduction band. Because the
Pauli exclusion principle prevents states from being doubly occupied and optical
transitions are vertical, the valence electrons require additional energy in order to be
excited into the higher energy states in the conduction band so that linear momentum is
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conserved. Hence, the Burstein-Moss effect dominates and the band gap widens with
increasing carrier concentration in the Ga-doped ZnO nanorods.
Figure 3.12 shows the resistivity of the ZnO nanorods as a function of Ga doping
concentration. As the doping concentration increased, the resistivity of the nanorods
decreased due to the increase in charge carrier concentration as Ga substituted Zn in the
ZnO lattice, releasing an electron into the conduction band. The lowest electrical
resistivity was obtained at the doping concentration of 3.0 at.%.
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Figure 3.8: Optical transmittance spectra of the ZnO nanorods with different Ga doping
concentrations. Inset shows optical reflectance spectra for the same ZnO nanorods.
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Figure 3.9: Absorption coefficient of the ZnO nanorods with different Ga doping
concentrations.
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Figure 3.10: (αhv)2 plotted as a function of photon energy for the ZnO nanorods with
different Ga doping concentrations.
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Figure 3.11: Optical band gap energy of the ZnO nanorods with different Ga doping
concentrations.
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Figure 3.12: Resistivity of the ZnO nanorods with different Ga doping concentrations.
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Conclusions
Ga-doped ZnO nanorods with Ga concentrations from 0.5 to 3.0 at.% were grown
on glass substrates by the hydrothermal method. The structural, optical, and electrical
properties of Ga-doped ZnO nanorods were compared with an undoped sample. The
crystal shape of the tips of the ZnO nanorods changed from pointed and needle-like, to
more of a flat hexagon. Dense and vertically well-aligned ZnO nanorods with uniform
length were obtained at 3.0 at.% Ga doping. The surface wettability changed from
superhydrophilic to less hydrophilic with contact angle of 40.3°. From the XRD analysis,
it was confirmed that incorporation of Ga in ZnO promoted the growth direction along
the c-axis, and both the a-axis and c-axis lattice constants decreased due to the smaller
ionic radius of Ga compared to Zn. The Ga-doped ZnO nanorods notably exhibited
increased transmittance and optical band gap energy. The resistivity of the ZnO nanorods
decreased as Ga doping concentration increased because of the increase in charge carrier
concentration. The lowest electrical resistivity was obtained at the doping concentration
of 3.0 at.%.
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CHAPTER FOUR
MULTIPLE STACKED ZINC OXIDE NANOFLOWERS GROWN ON PLASTIC
Introduction
Since both the shape and size of nanostructures can influence the resultant
properties, there have been numerous reports focused on engineered nanostructures
including nanorods (or nanowires), nanotubes, nanosheets, nanoflowers, and nanospheres
grown by changing growth conditions [1−11]. Among the diverse range of ZnO
nanostructures, nanoflowers have the particular advantages of a high surface area to
volume ratio and a short conduction path for electrons to transport. These features are
highly preferred for bio-device, display, sensor, and solar cell applications [12−16]. In
addition, ZnO nanoflowers have superhydrophobic surfaces, which are very favorable
characteristics for self-cleaning applications.
There are two principal synthetic approaches that yield ZnO nanoflowers: a
vapor-phase method and a solution-phase method. The vapor-phase method produces
high-quality ZnO nanoflowers under well-controlled high vacuum conditions. However,
it is not an appropriate technology for flexible electronics on plastic substrates because of
the high growth temperatures (400−600 oC) [17,18]. Conversely, the solution-phase
method has been widely used as an alternative technique because of the simpler
equipment, more environmentally-friendly chemicals, larger capacity growth vessels, and
lower-cost. More importantly, the solution-phase method can be performed at low
temperatures (100−200 oC), permitting the use of a variety of substrate materials.
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To-date, ZnO nanoflowers have mostly been synthesized in the form of
nanopowders without a substrate [19−22]. ZnO nanoflowers grown on substrates have
only been single-stacks due to the low surface energy and low roughness of the various
template layers, which conventionally are grown on substrates before the growth of the
ZnO nanostructures [23−25]. There are no reports on the growth of multiple-stacks of
ZnO nanoflowers on plastic substrates because of the general lack of a method that can
simultaneously provide a large enough surface energy and appropriate roughness of the
template layers. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an effective growth method to
fabricate multiple-stack high-density ZnO nanoflowers on plastic substrates that permit
high electron transport capacity with a high dielectric constant while maintaining a high
surface area to volume ratio.
In this work, multiple-stack high-density ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods were
successfully grown on plastic substrates using a hydrothermal method at temperatures
below 150 C. The multiple-stack high-density ZnO nanoflowers were obtained using an
atmospheric pressure plasma jet (APPJ) treatment of the seed layers. Several advantages
are expected from the plasma treatment on the plastic substrates: (i) the surface
wettability of the seed layers changes from hydrophobic to hydrophilic, resulting in
higher surface energies for the growth of high-density ZnO nanoflowers, (ii) the
nucleation sites increase due to the increased surface roughness caused by the plasma
etching, and (iii) there is no thermal damage to the plastic substrate from the plasma
treatment due to its low temperature weakly-ionized discharge.
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Experimental Details
Synthesis of ZnO Seed Layers
Polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) substrates were cleaned ultrasonically in a mixed
solution of isopropanol, ethanol, and deionized (DI) water (volume ratios of 1:1:1) for 10
min. ZnO seed layers were then deposited on PEN substrates using a sol-gel spin-coating
method. Specifically, the sol-gel solution was prepared by dissolving zinc acetate
dihydrate in a mixture of 2-methoxyethanol and monoethanolamine, used as a solvent
and stabilizer, respectively. The molar ratio of the monoethanolamine to zinc acetate
dihydrate was held constant at 1.0; the concentration of zinc acetate was 0.5 M. The
resultant solution was stirred at 60 °C for 2 h to yield a clear and homogenous solution,
and then it was aged at room temperature for 24 h. The solution was drop-cast onto PEN
substrates and spin-coated in two steps. The first and second coating steps were at 1000
rpm for 10 sec and then at 3000 rpm for 20 sec, respectively. After spin-coating, the ZnO
seed layers were heated at 100 °C for 20 min in order to evaporate the solvent and
remove the organic residue. The ZnO seed layers then were treated with the APPJ array
for 30 sec. This procedure, from the coating to the plasma treatment, was repeated four
times.
Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Jet System
In order to treat a wide area with the plasma, a plasma jet array device comprised
of seven quartz tubes was fabricated. The complete APPJ system is described
schematically in Figure 4.1a. The array was formed from a central quartz tube surrounded
by six tubes, each having an inner diameter of 1 mm and an outer diameter of 2 mm such
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that the center-to-center distance between two adjacent quartz tubes was 2.3 mm. Copper
tape, 6 mm in width, was used as a powered electrode and was wrapped around each
quartz tube 10 mm from the end of the tube. A layer of carbon tape was applied onto the
copper electrode of each tube, and the seven tubes were combined using copper tape,
which was functioned as a powered electrode. An indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass
plate of 0.8 mm thickness was placed 10 mm from the end of the quartz tubes with the
glass side facing the plasma jets and served as a ground electrode. High purity (99.997%)
helium gas was used as the discharge gas with a flow of 5 standard liters per minute.
When a sinusoidal voltage with peak value of 6 kV and frequency of 32 kHz was applied
to the powered electrode, the plasma plume between the plasma jet array device and the
glass side of the ITO-coated glass exhibited seven well-collimated plasma plumes as
shown in Figure 4.1b. The plasma plumes were well-aligned and parallel to each other
under these conditions. The ZnO seed layers grown on the PEN substrate were then
positioned onto the ITO-coated glass in preparation for subsequent plasma treatments.
When these seven collimated plasma plumes impinged upon the surface of the ZnO seed
layers, the plasma plumes formed a uniform plasma layer. The effective area treated by
the plasma plumes in this experiment was about 1.3×1.3 cm2.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic diagram of the APPJ system. (b) Photograph of seven wellcollimated plasma plumes between the plasma array and the PEN substrate.
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Synthesis of ZnO Nanoflowers/Nanorods
A hydrothermal method was used to grow the ZnO nanoflower/nanorod structures
on the as-grown and plasma-treated ZnO seed layers. The samples were transferred into a
Teflon-lined autoclave (125 mL) that contained an aqueous solution of 0.05 M zinc
nitrate hexahydrate and 0.05 M hexamethylenetetramine. The samples were held in
position by a holding structure inside the Teflon-lined autoclave with a height of 2.2 cm
from the bottom. The sample and the holding structure were completely submerged in the
aqueous solution. The growth temperature was held constant at 150 °C for 10 h. After the
reaction, the sample was rinsed thoroughly with DI water and dried with flowing nitrogen
gas in order to remove residual salts.
Characterization
The optical emission spectrum of the APPJ array was monitored using a fiber
optic spectrometer (Ocean Optics, USB-4000 UV-Vis) in order to identify the reactive
species generated by the helium plasma plumes in the ambient air. The wettability of the
ZnO seed layers was measured using a contact angle goniometer (KSV, CAM 200)
whereas the surface morphology was observed by atomic force microscopy (AFM;
Digital Instruments, Dimension 3100) in tapping mode. Field-emission scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM; Hitachi, S-4800) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM;
Hitachi, H-9500) also were used to characterize the morphology and crystal size of ZnO.
Prior to the TEM measurement, ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods were dispersed ultrasonically
from the PEN substrate in acetone for 30 min and then a few drops of this mixture (ZnO
in acetone) were placed on the copper TEM grids and dried for subsequent observation
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[26]. The crystallinity and crystal phase of the ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods were analyzed
by X-ray diffraction (XRD; Rigaku, ULTIMA IV diffractometer). The optical properties
of the ZnO nanoflower/nanorod structures were investigated using Raman spectroscopy
(Thermo Scientific, Almega XR) in a backscattering geometry using the 488 nm emission
line as an excitation source.
Plasma-Treated ZnO Seed Layers
Figure 4.2 provides the optical emission spectrum of the helium plasma plumes in
the ambient air. Various excited species including N2, N2+, He, and O were observed. The
clear presence of nitrogen and oxygen species in the emission spectrum indicates that
many gaseous species from the air participate in the plasma processes even though the
plasma jets are produced only from pure helium gas. The reactive oxygen species in the
plasma volume can effectively change the surface properties of materials which it comes
in contact with.
In order to investigate the interfacial properties of the ZnO following the plasma
treatment, the wettability of the ZnO seed layers was characterized by contact angle
measurements. The water contact angle was found to decrease from 103.0° to 40.5°, as
shown in Figure 4.3, which indicates that the surface wettability of the ZnO seed layers
was changed from a hydrophobic to hydrophilic nature by the plasma. Surface energies of
the ZnO seed layers were obtained using the Girifalco-Good-Fowkes-Young equation
[27]:
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Figure 4.2: Optical emission spectrum of the APPJ array, which was monitored using a
fiber-optic spectrometer.

Here, γsv and γlv are the interfacial surface energies of the solid-vapor and liquidvapor interfaces, respectively. For γlv, a surface energy of 72.5 mJ/m2 was used for the DI
water; whereas, for γsv the measured value of contact angle θ from the ZnO seed layers
was used [28]. The calculated values of the surface energy are summarized in Table 4.1
and reveal that the surface energy of the ZnO seed layers is increased 5.5 times by the
plasma treatment.
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Figure 4.3: Contact angle measurement of the (a) as-grown ZnO seed layers and the (b)
plasma-treated ZnO seed layers. Insets show a photograph of a water droplet on each
seed layer.
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Table 4.1: Contact angle and surface energy of the ZnO seed layers.

Sample

Contact angle (o)

Surface energy (mJ/m2)

As-grown ZnO seed layers

103.0 ± 0.84

10.89

Plasma-treated ZnO seed layers

40.5 ± 0.24

56.17

The AFM and FE-SEM images of the as-grown and plasma-treated ZnO seed
layers are shown in Figure 4.4. It was found that the plasma treatment results in a 10 %
increase of the surface roughness of the seed layer from 2.783 nm to 3.063 nm, which can
be explained by the known etching effects of plasma [29].
Multiple Stacked ZnO Nanoflowers/Nanords
Figure 4.5 provides FE-SEM images of the ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods grown on
the as-grown ZnO seed layers as well as the plasma-treated ZnO seed layers. ZnO
nanoflowers/nanorods consist of a two-layered structure with nanorod arrays on the
bottom layer (red rectangles) and nanoflower arrays on the top layer (blue rectangles).
The individual nanoflower structure is composed of a number of hexagonal nanorods,
which grow radially in many directions. It was also found that the crystal shape of the
ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods is barely affected by the plasma treatment.
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Figure 4.4: AFM images of the (a) as-grown ZnO seed layers with RMS roughness of
2.783 nm and the (b) plasma-treated ZnO seed layers with RMS roughness of 3.063 nm.
Top-view FE-SEM images of the (c) as-grown ZnO seed layers and the (d) plasmatreated ZnO seed layers.
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Figure 4.5: Top-view FE-SEM images of the ZnO nanoflower/nanorod structures grown
on the (a) as-grown ZnO seed layers and the (b) plasma-treated ZnO seed layers. Insets
show high-magnified images of the nanorods on the bottom layer (red rectangles) and
nanoflowers on the top layer (blue rectangles).
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Figure 4.6a−d shows cross-sectional FE-SEM images of the ZnO nanorod arrays
grown on the seed layers. The typical length and diameter of the individual nanorods
range from 500−1000 nm and 50−100 nm, respectively. The probability distributions for
the length and diameter of the nanorods are shown in Figure 4.6e and f. The dominant
length and diameter of the plasma-treated sample were smaller than those of the as-grown
sample. The size of the ZnO nanorods was non-uniform due to the growth of some
nanorods being hindered by their neighbors which halted subsequent growth. It is
noticeable that the height and density of the ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods were
significantly increased by the plasma treatment of the ZnO seed layers. As shown in
Figure 4.6c and d, multiple-stacks of nanoflowers were grown continuously on the
nanorods in the plasma-treated sample, whereas only one stack of nanoflowers was
grown on the nanorods in the as-grown sample.
The increase in roughness of the seed layers following the plasma treatment
induces the growth of ZnO nanorods with rougher surface morphology. This implies that
there are a number of nanorods whose height is greater than those of adjacent nanorods.
For the growth of the ZnO nanoflowers following the growth of the nanorods, nucleation
sites are formed on the surface of the ZnO nanorods with greater height because of the
radial growth preference of the nanorods, which is less spatially hindered. After the
formation of the nucleation sites, many ZnO nanorods grow radially, which finally results
in the ZnO nanoflower structure. Furthermore, the increased surface energy of the
plasma-treated ZnO seed layers results in multiple-stacks of nanoflowers because the
nucleation probability is increased in order to reduce the entire system energy.
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Figure 4.6: Cross-sectional FE-SEM images of ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods grown on the
(a and c) as-grown ZnO seed layers and the (b and d) plasma-treated ZnO seed layers.
Histograms of the (e) length and (f) diameter distribution of the nanorods.
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XRD
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associated

with

the

ZnO

nanoflower/nanorod structures grown on the as-grown and plasma-treated ZnO seed
layers. Various ZnO diffraction peaks were observed including those at 31.8°, 34.46°,
36.28°, 47.58°, 62.88°, 68.02°, and 69.2°, which correspond to the ZnO crystallographic
reflections (100), (002), (101), (102), (103), (112), and (201), respectively. Except for the
peaks from the PEN substrate, which are marked with an asterisk in Figure 4.7, all of the
peaks in the obtained spectrum are well-indexed to the hexagonal ZnO phase (JCPDS
card No. 36-1451) indicating that the ZnO nanoflower/nanorod structures crystallize in
the typical wurtzite structure [30]. It was observed that the intensity of the ZnO(002)
diffraction peak is higher compared to that of the standard ZnO diffraction pattern, which
indicates a c-axis preferred growth direction. In addition, the intensity of the ZnO
diffraction peaks increased following plasma treatment of the ZnO seed layers because of
the increased density of the ZnO nanoflowers. This is consistent with the SEM results
shown in Figure 4.6c and d.
TEM analysis was carried out for further structural characterization. Figure 4.8a
and b provide low-magnification TEM images of the ZnO nanorods. The typical
diameters of these ZnO nanorods are in the range of 30−90 nm, which is consistent with
those observed using the FE-SEM and shown in Figure 4.6a and b. However, the length
(200−500 nm) of the ZnO nanorods was not consistent with FE-SEM results. This is
likely due to the fact that the ZnO nanorods were mechanically broken when peeled away
from the substrates by sonication. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of a ZnO
nanorod are shown in Figure 4.8c and d. The lattice spacing was measured to be 0.26 nm,
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which closely matches the literature value for the distance between (0001) planes in the
ZnO crystal and indicates that the ZnO nanorods preferentially grow along the c-axis
[0001] direction. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns (insets of Figure 4.8c and d),
performed on individual nanorods, prove that the ZnO nanorods are single crystalline.

Figure 4.7: XRD patterns of the ZnO nanoflower/nanorod structures grown on the (a) asgrown ZnO seed layers and the (b) plasma-treated ZnO seed layers. The peaks denoted
with an asterisk are attributed to the PEN substrates.
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Figure 4.8: Low-magnification TEM images of the ZnO nanoflower/nanorod structures
grown on the (a) as-grown ZnO seed layers and the (b) plasma-treated ZnO seed layers.
HRTEM images of the ZnO nanoflower/nanorod structures grown on the (c) as-grown
ZnO seed layers and the (d) plasma-treated ZnO seed layers with their corresponding
FFT patterns (inset).
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The optical properties of the ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods were studied using
spontaneous Raman scattering. ZnO has a wurtzite crystal structure and belongs to the
space group with two formula units per primitive cell, where all the atoms occupy the
symmetry. Near the center of the Brillouin zone, group theory predicts the existence
of the following phonon modes:

A1 2B1 E1 2E2 . The B1 modes are forbidden, while

the A1, E1, and E2 modes are (Raman) allowed. Additionally, the A1 and E1 are also
infrared active and split into two components, i.e., transverse optical (TO) and
longitudinal optical (LO) components [31]. The frequencies of Raman active phonon
modes in ZnO are as follows: E2 (low) = 101 cm-1, E2 (high) = 437 cm-1, E1 (TO) = 407
cm-1, E1 (LO) = 583 cm-1, A1 (TO) = 380 cm-1, and A1 (LO) = 574 cm-1 [32]. Figure 4.9
shows the Raman scattering spectra of the bare PEN substrate (Figure 4.9a) and the ZnO
nanoflowers/nanorods (Figure 4.9b and c). A sharp and strong peak at 438 cm-1 is
assigned to the E2 (high frequency) optical phonon mode of the ZnO, which is
characteristic of the hexagonal wurtzite phase of ZnO [33]. Two weak peaks located at
333 cm-1 and 382 cm-1 are assigned to the E2 (high)-E2 (low) (second-order multiplephonon scattering) and A1 (TO) mode, respectively. The multiple-phonon scattering is
likely due to the quantum confinement effects in the ZnO nanostructures [34]. The
absence of the E1 (LO) mode at 583 cm-1 indicates that the ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods
are of good crystal quality because the E1 (LO) mode is associated with structural defects
(zinc interstitials or oxygen vacancies) and impurities in the ZnO crystal.
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Figure 4.9: Raman scattering spectra of the (a) bare PEN substrate and the ZnO
nanoflowers/nanorods grown on the (b) as-grown ZnO seed layers and the (c) plasmatreated ZnO seed layers.
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Conclusions
Demonstrated in this work is the synthesis of ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods on PEN
substrate using a hydrothermal method. Spin-deposited ZnO seed layers were treated with
an APPJ array before the growth of the ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods. The resultant
individual nanoflowers were composed of a number of hexagonal nanorods, which grew
radially in many directions. The plasma treatment induced a significant increase in the
height and density of the ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods because the plasma effectively
increased the surface energy and roughness of the seed layers while barely affecting the
crystal shape and phase of the ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods. The XRD and Raman
scattering measurements indicated that the ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods have good crystal
quality with a hexagonal wurtzite structure. The multiple-stack high-density ZnO
nanoflowers/nanorods were easily obtained through a simple plasma treatment of the
seed layers during conventional hydrothermal synthetic procedures, making APPJ
treatment a very useful enhancement for flexible electronics on plastic substrates.
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CHAPTER FIVE
HIGH TEMPERATURE PROCESSED ZINC OXIDE NANORODS GROWN ON
MICA
Introduction
The development of optically transparent electronic devices fabricated on
mechanically flexible substrates has been the subject of much recent research, in that it
represents the next generation electronics technology because of its great potential and
functionality to significantly enhance many industries from a commercial perspective.
Substantial research has been conducted on developing and analyzing transparent and/or
flexible devices, such as thin-film transistors, light emitting diodes, solar cells,
supercapacitors, and batteries [1−5]. Metal foil, polyethylene terephthalate (PET),
polyethylene naphthalate (PEN), and cellulose nanopaper have commonly been used as
the flexible substrate materials [6−10]. However, these substrate materials have some
limitations. For example, dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) using opaque metal foil as a
substrate material must be illuminated from the back-side of the cell and there are large
losses of incident light through the counter electrode and electrolyte before the light
reaches the dye attached to the photoanode. This reverse illumination decreases the
energy conversion efficiency by 20% compared to the front-side illumination [11,12].
Another consideration is the typical use of thermal annealing processes, which are
essential for improving the overall device performance in a variety of applications.
Indium tin oxide (ITO) is widely used as transparent electrodes, and the transparency and
conductivity of ITO can be improved by a thermal annealing process in excess of 300 ºC
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[13−15]. A post-growth annealing process has also been useful for improving the crystal
quality of active layers in devices [16−19]. PET, PEN, and cellulose nanopaper are highly
flexible and transparent materials but their processing temperatures, 100 ºC for PET, 120
ºC for PEN, and 200 ºC for cellulose nanopaper, prevent their use above these
temperatures. The transference of active layers to PET, PEN, or cellulose nanopaper
substrates after the annealing process at high temperature is another viable alternative for
improving the crystal quality of active layers, though this process is somewhat more
complex to undertake [20,21]. Consequently, determining novel substrate materials with
high flexibility, transparency, and thermal stability is a critical necessity for developing
flexible and transparent applications.
Muscovite mica sheets are chemically inert, flexible, transparent, light-weight,
perfectly insulating, and are also stable when exposed to moisture, light, and high
temperatures. In addition, they cleave perfectly into very thin pliable sheets whose two
principal axes are almost parallel to the cleavage plane, thus providing a sufficiently large
sheet of uniform thickness [22]. These outstanding characteristics of mica satisfy the
requirements of the substrate material for flexible and transparent applications. The
comparison of substrate materials for flexible and/or transparent electronics is
summarized in Table 5.1.
In this chapter, ZnO nanorods were grown on flexible and transparent mica
substrates using a hydrothermal method depending on several growth conditions,
including growth temperatures and concentrations of polyethylenimine (PEI) and
ammonium hydroxide. Under elaborately managed growth conditions, vertically well-
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aligned ZnO nanorods with high-aspect ratio were successfully grown on mica substrates.
Flexible and transparent ZnO nanorod-based DSSCs and piezoelectric nanogenerators
(NGs) were fabricated, and the effects of both the growth time and the annealing process
on DSSCs and NGs were investigated.
Table 5.1: Comparison of substrate materials for flexible and/or transparent electronics.

Substrate material

Metal foil

PET or
PEN

Cellulose
nanopaper

Mica

Advantage

Disadvantage

 Available for high
 Opaque
temperature processing

 Cheap

 Limited processing
temperature (100 °C for
PET and 120 °C for PEN)

 Eco-friendly

 Limited processing
temperature (200 °C)

 Chemically inert
 Light-weight
 Perfectly insulating
 Stable when exposed
to moisture, light, and
high temperatures
 Available for high
temperature processing
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Experimental Details
Synthesis of ZnO Nanorods on Mica
The mica used as substrates in this research was high quality muscovite mica (Ted
Pella Inc.) and the mica sheets were cleaved to ensure high transparency. The cleaved
mica substrates were cleaned ultrasonically in acetone for 10 min and then rinsed with
deionized (DI) water. ZnO seed layers were deposited on mica substrates using a sol-gel
spin-coating method. Specifically, the sol-gel solution was prepared by dissolving 0.005
M zinc acetate dihydrate in ethanol. After spin-coating, the ZnO seed layers were heated
at 350 ºC for 20 min in order to evaporate the solvent and remove the organic residue.
The spin-coating and pre-heating processes were repeated four times. In order to
crystallize, the ZnO seed layers were over-heated in an air atmosphere at 500 ºC for 30
min.
ZnO nanorods were grown on the ZnO seed layers via a hydrothermal process.
The samples were transferred into a Teflon jar that contained an aqueous solution of 0.05
M zinc nitrate hexahydrate, 0.05 M hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA), 0.005−0.015 M
PEI, and 0.1−0.4 M ammonium hydroxide. To investigate the effect of temperature on
the nanorod growth, the growth temperature was varied from 75 to 95 ºC. After a reaction
for 9 h, the sample was rinsed thoroughly with DI water and air dried naturally.

Fabrication of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells and Piezoelectric Nanogenerators
ITO film was deposited as a transparent electrode on mica substrate by sputtering
for DSSCs and NGs because the ITO electrode on a mica substrate is currently
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unavailable commercially. The ZnO nanorod samples grown on ITO were sensitized in a
solution of 0.3 mM di-tetrabutylammonium cis-bis(isothiocyanato)bis(2,2′-bipyridyl-4,4′dicarboxylato)ruthenium(II) (N719 dye, Sigma-Aldrich) in ethanol for 24 h. The
photoanode was then removed and rinsed with ethanol to remove excess dye adsorbed. A
platinum-coated ITO/mica was used as the counter electrode, and the two electrodes were
assembled using a 60-µm thick hot-melt sealing foil (Meltonix 1170-60, Solaronix).
Silver paste was applied to the external electrodes to reduce contact resistance. The space
between the two electrodes was filled with the iodide based electrolyte (Iodolyte AN-50,
Solaronix) immediately prior to characterization of the cell performance.
For NGs, a 2-m thick poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) layer was spin-coated
on the ZnO nanorods at the speed of 3000 rpm; the PMMA layer effectively transmits the
bending force equally throughout the ZnO nanorods. An ITO-coated mica substrate was
then attached on the PMMA-coated surface via a curing process at 180 ºC that was used
as the counter electrode. The size of the effective working area of the NG was 11 cm2.
Schematic diagrams of the fabricated ZnO nanorod-based DSSCs and NGs are shown in
Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagrams of the fabricated ZnO nanorod-based devices in this
work: (a) DSSCs and (b) piezoelectric NGs.
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Characterization
Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM; Hitachi, S-4800) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM; Hitachi, H-9500) were used to characterize the
morphology and crystal size of the ZnO nanorods. The crystallinity and crystal phase of
the ZnO nanorods were analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD; Rigaku, Ultima IV
Diffractometer) using Cu-Kα radiation (λ 1.5406 Ǻ). The optical properties of the ZnO
nanorods were investigated using Raman spectroscopy (Thermo Scientific, Almega XR)
in a backscattering geometry using the 488 nm emission line as an excitation source. The
transmittance and sheet resistance of ITO/PET and ITO/mica substrates were compared
using an ultraviolet/visible/near-infrared spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer, Lambda 900)
and a four-point probe, respectively. The photovoltaic performance of DSSCs was
obtained by measuring the photocurrent-voltage curves. The cell was irradiated using a
solar simulator (Newport, 91160 300 W) with an AM 1.5 spectrum distribution calibrated
against a NREL reference cell to accurately simulate a full-sun intensity (100 mW/cm2).
The output signal of NGs was recorded via a low-noise voltage preamplifier (Stanford
Research Systems, SR560) and a low-noise current preamplifier (Stanford Research
Systems, SR570). For comparison, all tests were carried out under the same experimental
conditions, in which the applied strain was 0.13% at a strain rate of 2.2%s-1.
Growth Parameters
PEI Concentration
The growth characteristics of ZnO nanorods on mica substrates were investigated
because there is as yet no data on these characteristics. However, it is known that the
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addition of low-molecular-weight PEI to the solution when using a hydrothermal method
results in the creation of ZnO nanorods with a high aspect ratio. The polymer chain of the
PEI molecules is effectively adsorbed onto the nonpolar lateral planes of the ZnO
nanorod, i.e.

̅

(a-plane) and

̅

(m-plane); as a result, the steric hindrance of

the PEI chain inhibits the crystal growth along the faces [23−26]. Consequently, the ZnO
nanorods preferentially grow along the c-axis [0001] direction resulting in a high aspect
ratio. Figure 5.2 shows ZnO nanorods grown at 90 ºC with the different concentrations of
PEI (0−0.01 M). At low PEI concentrations (0 and 0.005 M), large ZnO nanorods are
sparsely formed by the direct agglomeration among adjacent nanorods, which results in
the creation of ZnO nanorods of a non-uniform length and diameter. As the PEI
concentration increases, the fluctuation in diameter of the ZnO nanorods decreases,
resulting in the acquisition of a relatively uniform group of ZnO nanorods with the PEI
concentration of 0.01 M. No ZnO nanorods were found growing on a mica substrate with
0.015 M PEI (Figure 5.3), which was due to the excessive PEI chain inhibiting the
formation of nucleation sites on the ZnO seed layers.
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Figure 5.2: FE-SEM images of the ZnO nanorods grown at different PEI concentrations:
(a and b) 0 M, (c and d) 0.005 M, (e and f) 0.0075 M, and (g and h) 0.01 M. The growth
temperature and time are 90 °C and 9 h, respectively.
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Figure 5.3: FE-SEM image of the ZnO nanorods grown at 0.015 M PEI concentration.
The growth temperature and time are 90 °C and 9 h, respectively.
Growth Temperature
Figure 5.4 shows ZnO nanorods grown under temperatures varying from 75 to 95
ºC with a constant PEI concentration (0.005 M). The uniformity of the length and
diameter of nanorods exhibited an opposite dependence upon growth temperature.
Specifically, at the growth temperature of 75 ºC, the length of nanorods was non-uniform
while the diameter of nanorods was uniform. Conversely, however, the growth at 95 ºC
exhibited the opposite tendency of a uniform length and a non-uniform diameter. The
average length and diameter of nanorods was found to increase with a corresponding
increase in growth temperature. At high temperature, the decomposition rate of HMTA
was so rapid that the produced OH- ions were large enough to generate a sufficient and
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thorough growth of ZnO. Consequently, both the lateral and vertical growth rates largely
increased compared to those of the low temperature process [27,28]. In this experiment,
the moderate uniformity in length and diameter of nanorods was obtained at the growth
temperature of 85 ºC.

Figure 5.4: FE-SEM images of the ZnO nanorods grown at different temperatures: (a and
b) 75 ºC, (c and d) 85 ºC, and (e and f) 95 ºC. The growth time and PEI concentration are
9 h and 0.005 M, respectively.
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Ammonium Hydroxide Concentration
In a hydrothermal method, a ZnO crystal is also formed into white precipitates in
the bulk solution through a homogeneous nucleation because of a high degree of
supersaturation with respect to ZnO or Zn(OH)2 in the reaction system. The
homogeneous nucleation can be suppressed effectively with the introduction of
ammonium hydroxide into the reaction solution. The coordination of ammonia to zinc ion
results in complexes based on the following reaction: Zn2+ + nNH3 ↔ Zn(NH3)n2+, where
n = 1,2,3, or 4. These complexes also serve as a buffer for Zn2+ and continuously supply
Zn2+ while lowering the degree of supersaturation in the reaction mixture [24,27].
Moreover, the degree of supersaturation has less effect on the crystal growth rate of
nanorods on the seeded substrate compared to the homogeneous nucleation [29].
Therefore, introducing ammonium hydroxide into the reaction mixture can suppress the
homogeneous nucleation and thus reduce ZnO precipitates in the bulk solution while
maintaining moderate growth rate of ZnO nanorods on the seeded substrate.
In order to investigate the effects of ammonium hydroxide on the size of ZnO
nanorods grown on mica substrates, ZnO nanorods were grown at varying ammonium
hydroxide concentrations from 0.1 M to 0.25 M with a constant PEI concentration (0.005
M) and growth temperature (85 ºC). The average length and diameter of nanorods
increased with a corresponding increase in the concentrations of ammonium hydroxide
(Figures 5.4 and 5.5). However, at an ammonium hydroxide concentration over 0.25 M,
the growth of ZnO nanorods did not entirely cover the surface of the mica substrate
because of a very low degree of supersaturation and of a deviation of the suitable pH
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range for the growth of ZnO nanorods [30]. Specifically, the direct agglomeration among
the adjacent nanorods became severe with an excess of ammonium hydroxide beyond 0.2
M. As previously stated, a higher ammonium hydroxide concentration within the
moderate pH ranges provides more zinc ions for the growth of ZnO nanorods on the
seeded substrates while suppressing the homogeneous nucleation. Consequently, a larger
PEI polymer chain is necessary to ensure the inhibition of crystal growth along the lateral
planes and a preferential growth of ZnO in the direction of the c-axis [0001]. In this
experiment, an insufficiency of PEI over the 0.2 M ammonium hydroxide is expected.
Therefore, to grow ZnO nanorods with a high aspect ratio, the lateral growth must be
effectively inhibited, which requires controlling the growth conditions of temperature and
the concentrations of both PEI and ammonium hydroxide.
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Figure 5.5: FE-SEM images of the ZnO nanorods grown at different ammonium
hydroxide concentrations: (a) 0.1 M, (b) 0.15 M, (c) 0.2 M, and (d) 0.25 M. The growth
temperature and concentration of PEI are 85 ºC and 0.005 M, respectively.
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Figure 5.6: Cross-sectional FE-SEM images of the ZnO nanorods grown at different
ammonium hydroxide concentrations: (a) 0.1 M, (b) 0.15 M, (c) 0.2 M, and (d) 0.25 M.
The growth temperature and PEI concentration are 85 ºC and 0.005 M, respectively. (e)
Average length of the nanorods as a function of ammonium hydroxide concentration.
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Optimal Growth Condition
The coupled use of PEI and ammonium hydroxide was most successful in
growing vertically well-aligned ZnO nanorods on mica substrates under 0.01 M PEI and
0.4 M ammonium hydroxide at 85 ºC for 9 h (Figure 5.7a and b). The average length and
diameter of nanorods were about 5 µm and 170 nm, respectively. TEM analysis was
carried out for further structural characterization. Prior to the TEM measurement, ZnO
nanorods were dispersed ultrasonically from the mica substrate in acetone for 30 min, and
then a few drops of this mixture (ZnO in acetone) were placed on the copper TEM grids
and dried for subsequent observation. A low-magnification TEM image of the ZnO
nanorod is shown in Figure 5.7c. The inconsistency in the length (1.25 µm) of the
nanorod compared to FE-SEM result is because the ZnO nanorods were mechanically
broken when peeled away from the substrate by sonication. A high-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) image of the ZnO nanorod is shown in Figure 5.7d. The measurement of the
lattice spacing is 0.26 nm, which is a close approximation of the literature value for the
distance between (0001) planes in the ZnO crystal, indicating that the ZnO nanorods
preferentially grow along direction of the c-axis [0001] [31−33]. Fast Fourier transform
(FFT) pattern (Figure 5.7d, inset), performed on individual nanorod, showed the single
crystalline of the ZnO nanorods with the hexagonal wurtzite phase growing in the [0001]
direction. In addition, no increase in the length of nanorods over the 18 h-growth (Figure
5.8) was observed because of a complete depletion of the zinc source in solution.
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Figure 5.7: FE-SEM images of the ZnO nanorods grown in the solution containing 0.01
M PEI and 0.4 M ammonium hydroxide at 85 ºC: (a) cross-sectional view and (b) tilted
view. (c) Low-magnification TEM image of the ZnO nanorod. (d) HRTEM image of the
ZnO nanorod with its corresponding FFT pattern (inset).
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Figure 5.8: Cross-sectional FE-SEM images of the ZnO nanorods grown with different
growth times: (a) 3 h, (b) 6 h, (c) 9 h, (d) 12 h, (e) 15 h, (f) 18 h, (g) 21 h, and (h) 24 h.
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Effects of Thermal Annealing Processes
To investigate annealing effects on the structural and optical properties of ZnO
nanorods grown on mica substrates, a post-growth annealing process was conducted at
500 ºC for 30 min. Figure 5.9 shows the XRD patterns of the as-grown and annealed ZnO
nanorods. Two ZnO diffraction peaks were observed, at 34.48º and 72.54º respectively,
which correspond to the subsequent respective ZnO crystallographic reflections: (002)
and (004). Except for the peaks from the mica substrate which are marked with an
asterisk in Figure 5.9, all of the peaks in the obtained spectrum were well-indexed to the
hexagonal ZnO phase, indicating the single-phase structure of all ZnO nanorods [34]. The
intensity of the ZnO(002) diffraction peak was higher compared to that of the standard
ZnO diffraction pattern, which indicates a preferential growth direction along the c-axis.
The optical properties of the ZnO nanorods were investigated using spontaneous
Raman scattering. The frequencies of Raman active phonon modes in ZnO are as follows:
E2 (low) = 102 cm-1, E2 (high) = 437 cm-1, E1 (TO) = 410 cm-1, E1 (LO) = 591 cm-1, A1
(TO) = 379 cm-1, and A1 (LO) = 577 cm-1 [35,36]. Figure 5.10 shows the Raman
scattering spectra of the as-grown and annealed ZnO nanorods. A sharp and strong peak
at 438.5 cm-1 is assigned to the E2 (high frequency) optical phonon mode of the ZnO,
which is a characteristic of the wurtzite hexagonal phase of ZnO [37]. Two weak peaks
located at 380.7 cm-1 and 577.4 cm-1 are assigned to the A1 (TO) and A1 (LO) modes,
respectively. The very low intensity of the E1 (LO) mode at 591 cm-1 indicates that the
ZnO nanorods are of good crystal quality as the E1 (LO) mode is associated with
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structural defects (zinc interstitials or oxygen vacancies) and impurities in the ZnO
crystal.
In addition, the annealing effects on transmittance and sheet resistance of
ITO/PET and ITO/mica substrates were investigated to compare the characteristics of the
ITO electrode on the two different substrates treated by the different process temperature,
which also greatly affected device performances. Figure 5.11 shows the optical
transmittance spectra and top-view photographs of PET (black), mica (orange), ITO/PET
(red), ITO/mica (green), and annealed ITO/mica (blue). The transmittance spectrum of
mica is similar to that of the PET with the sharp oscillatory features of mica falling in the
range of 700−1100 nm; these Fabry-Perot interference effects were identified from
internal reflections in the atomically layered structures of the mica [38]. The growth of
ITO thin films resulted in a subsequent and significant decrease in transmittance in both
PET and mica substrates. However, the transmittance of ITO/mica substrates did realign
with its original values after an annealing process that peaked at 500 ºC for 30 min, while
the thermal annealing process could not be conducted on the ITO/PET configuration. The
sheet resistance of the ITO/mica substrates also decreased by 80% after the annealing
process (Figure 5.12) due to the increased grain size and carrier concentration [13,14].
The transmittance at 550 nm and sheet resistance of the ITO/PET and ITO/mica
substrates are summarized in Table 5.2.
Furthermore, a much greater coverage and much improved adhesion properties of
ZnO nanorods on the mica substrate were achieved (Figure 5.13). In the observations of
the non-growth regions of the ZnO nanorods on PET, most ZnO nanorods peeled off
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from the PET substrate after a bending of 1000 cycles with a bending radius of 5 mm.
However, under these conditions ZnO nanorods on the mica neither peeled off nor
became brittle. This discrepancy is because the temperature of the spin-coating process
for the ZnO seed layers on the mica was high enough to evaporate organic residues and
crystallize the ZnO seed layers, while the process temperature for the ZnO seed layers on
the PET was limited to 100 ºC to prevent heat damage and distortion from the process. It
was also observed that a use of mica substrates narrowed the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the ZnO (002) diffraction peak compared to PET substrates, which indicated
that the ZnO nanorods grown on a mica substrate exhibited a better crystal quality
(Figure 5.14). The comparison of the thermal treatment processes for PET and mica
substrates is summarized in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.9: XRD patterns of the as-grown and annealed ZnO nanorods. The peaks
denoted with an asterisk are attributed to the mica.
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Figure 5.10: Raman scattering spectra of the as-grown and annealed ZnO nanorods.
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Figure 5.11: Transmittance spectra and top view photographs of PET (black), mica
(orange), ITO/PET (red), ITO/mica (green), and annealed ITO/mica (blue).
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Figure 5.12: Sheet resistance of the ITO/PET (red), ITO/mica (green), and annealed
ITO/mica (blue).
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Table 5.2: Comparison of transmittance and sheet resistance of the ITO/PET and
ITO/mica substrates.
Transmittance at 550 nm (%)

Sheet resistance (ohm/sq)

PET

87.9

N/A

Mica

86.0

N/A

ITO/PET

60.3

731.6±44.5

ITO/mica

55.3

732.4±37.0

Annealed ITO/mica

84.3

147.1±4.4
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Figure 5.13: Photographs of ZnO nanorods grown on PET and mica substrates: (a)
before a bending and (b) after a bending of 1000 cycles with a bending radius of 5 mm.
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Figure 5.14: XRD patterns of the ZnO nanorods grown on PET and mica substrates. The
peaks denoted with an asterisk are attributed to the mica and PET substrates. The signals
from the ZnO nanorods grown on PET were multiplied by 10 times of their original
values.

Table 5.3: Comparison of the thermal treatment processes for PET and mica substrates.
Pre-heating
temperature for the
ZnO seed layers (ºC)

Post-heating
temperature for the
ZnO seed layers (ºC)

Post-growth
annealing
temperature of the
ZnO nanorods (ºC)

PET

100

-

-

Mica

350

500

500
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ZnO Nanorod-Based Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells
Figure 5.15 shows photocurrent density-voltage characteristics of the DSSCs
using different growth and annealing schemes: sample A (9 h-growth), sample B (18 hgrowth), sample C (9 h-growth and post-growth annealing), and sample D (18 h-growth
and post-growth annealing). Longer growth time and an annealing process induced an
increase in both the open circuit voltage (Voc) and short circuit current density (Jsc). As a
result, the efficiency was increased by 42% with an increase in growth time from 9 to 18
h, while the efficiency increased by 53% after a post-growth annealing process for the 9
h-growth samples. Finally, the DSSCs based on the ZnO nanorods (18h-growth and postgrowth annealing) exhibited an efficiency of 0.69% with Jsc (3.95 mA/cm2) and Voc (0.65
V).
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Figure 5.15: Photocurrent density-voltage characteristics of DSSCs with photoanodes
made from ZnO nanorods grown on mica under AM 1.5 illumination: (a) sample A (9 hgrowth) vs. sample B (18 h-growth), (b) sample A (9 h-growth) vs. sample C (9 h-growth
and post-growth annealing) and (c) sample A (9 h-growth) vs. sample D (18 h-growth
and post-growth annealing).
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ZnO Nanorod-Based Piezoelectric Nanogenerators
The annealing effects on the NG’s performance were investigated by preparing
two types of NG devices: one fabricated by using as-grown ZnO nanorods and the other
by using post-growth annealed ZnO nanorods. As shown in Figure 5.16a and b, the
output voltage and output current density for the as-grown ZnO nanorod-based NG were
approximately 0.5 V and 25 nA/cm2, respectively. When the post-growth annealed ZnO
nanorods were used, the output voltage was approximately 1.5 V, with an output current
density approaching 80 nA/cm2. Both the output voltage and output current density when
the post-growth annealed ZnO nanorods were used were approximately three times
higher than the output voltage and output current density obtained from the as-grown
ZnO nanorods. In other words, this post-growth annealing process of the ZnO nanorods
improves the crystal quality by reducing oxygen-vacancy-related defects, which
consequently leads to an increase of piezoelectric potential in the ZnO nanorods under
the same external conditions. Since the output of the piezoelectric NG is proportional to
the piezoelectric potential created in piezoelectric nanorods, the output performance of
the post-growth annealed ZnO nanorod-based NG is increased [3941].
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Figure 5.16: Measured output performance of the NG based on as-grown ZnO nanorods
(black) and post-growth annealed ZnO nanorods (red): (a) output voltage and (b) output
current density.
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Conclusions
Mica substrates were first used for the ZnO nanorod-based DSSCs and NGs
because of their high flexibility and transparency. Through the coupled use of PEI and
ammonium hydroxide, vertically well-aligned ZnO nanorods were successfully grown on
mica substrates under 0.01 M PEI and 0.4 M ammonium hydroxide at 85 ºC for 9 h. The
XRD and Raman scattering measurements indicated that the ZnO nanorods exhibited a
good crystal quality with a hexagonal wurtzite structure. The adoption of mica as a
substrate material permitted the use of high temperature annealing processes to
significantly improve adhesion of ZnO nanorods/ZnO seed layers/ITO/mica as well as
transmittance and conductance of ITO/mica. Longer growth times and a post-growth
annealing process of ZnO nanorods largely improved the performance of solar cells.
Furthermore, the post-growth annealing process of ZnO nanorods led to an increase of
the output performance of the NG. In this study, the author simultaneously presented the
potential for flexible and transparent hybrid systems (solar cells/displays/batteries),
including medical devices that could serve as the mechanism with which to develop the
next generation of mobile technologies.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS
Research Summary
Doping behavior of Ga in ZnO nanorods is studied in Chapter III. A sol-gel spincoating technique and a hydrothermal process were used to grow the ZnO nanorods for
transparent electrode applications. ZnO nanorods were doped with different Ga
concentrations varying from 0.5 to 3.0 at.% and compared with an undoped sample. The
incorporation of Ga into ZnO crystals resulted in remarkable changes in the structural and
interfacial properties of ZnO nanorods including morphology, size, density, alignment
along the c-axis, and wettability. Results also showed improvements in the electrical and
optical properties of Ga-doped ZnO nanorods, such as lower resistivity and an increase in
transparency.
Reported in Chapter IV is the low temperature growth of multiple-stack highdensity ZnO nanoflower/nanorod structures on plastic substrates that were derived from
the surface modification of ZnO seed layers using an atmospheric pressure plasma jet
(APPJ) treatment. The plasma treatment could provide several advantages to the growth
of multiple stacked ZnO nanoflower/nanorod structures: (i) the surface wettability of the
seed layers changes from hydrophobic to hydrophilic, resulting in higher surface energies
for the growth of high-density ZnO nanoflowers, (ii) the nucleation sites increase due to
the increased surface roughness caused by the plasma etching, and (iii) there is no
thermal damage to the plastic substrate from the plasma treatment due to its low
temperature weakly-ionized discharge. It was also confirmed that multiple-stacks of ZnO
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nanoflowers were obtained without degradation of the crystal quality or modification to
the crystal shape or phase. The ZnO nanoflower/nanorod structures obtained from the
plasma treatment grew by lengths of up to 4 µm, due to an increased surface roughness
(10%) and surface energy (5.5 times) of the seed layers. As shown, the APPJ is a very
preferable method to obtain high-density ZnO nanostructures on plastic substrates below
150 C, which is critical for flexible electronics.
High temperature processed ZnO nanorods on flexible and transparent mica
substrates are reported in Chapter V. The coupled use of polyethylenimine and
ammonium hydroxide provided a direct method for growing vertically well-aligned ZnO
nanorods with a high aspect ratio. Using mica as a substrate material enabled thermal
annealing processes at higher temperatures that precluded the use of plastic substrates,
which improved the structural and optical properties of ZnO nanorods with uniform
surface coverage and excellent adhesion, increased transmittance of indium tin oxide
(ITO)/mica (52%), and decreased sheet resistance of ITO/mica (80%). ZnO nanorodbased dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and piezoelectric nanogenerators (NGs) were
fabricated, and annealing effects on device performance were investigated. Specifically,
thermal treatment at 500 ºC for 30 min increased the energy conversion efficiencies of
DSSCs by 53%. Furthermore, a three-fold increase in the NG’s output voltage and output
current density was observed through this thermal annealing process.
Future Work
Based on the results obtained from the experiments presented in this dissertation,
there is some room for improvement in this work. First, the Ga-doped ZnO nanorods in
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this work should exhibit higher optical transmittance and electrical conductance to be
used for transparent electrodes. It is expected that the coupled use of polyethylenimine
and ammonium hydroxide in the growth of Ga-doped ZnO naonrods would promote the
growth direction along the c-axis, enhancing optical transmittance. Post-growth annealing
could also significantly improve crystal quality and electrical characteristics of Ga-doped
ZnO nanorods based on the fact that thermal annealing generally results in an
enlargement of grain size and an activation of Ga dopants. It is necessary to determine the
optimal thermal annealing temperature and time for the Ga-doped ZnO nanorods with
favorable optical and electrical characteristics for transparent electrodes.
Nanoflower is a very desirable naonstrcucture in a variety of applications such as
solar cells, sensors, and photodetectors due to its high surface area to volume ration.
Multiple stacked ZnO nanoflowers were successfully grown on plastic using the APPJ
treatment of the ZnO seed layers. However, the processing temperature was limited up to
150 °C because of the use of polyethylene naphthalate substrates. If multiple stacked
ZnO nanoflowers/nanorods structure derived from APPJ is grown on mica substrates, we
can conduct thermal annealing treatments at higher temperature, which would enable
high-performance flexible and transparent electronic devices.
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